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CAPITAL IDEA'S ABROAD

Heath has labor unions
backed into corner

Editor's Nate. DIU is the
first of two articles on Britain's
battle to regain economic
stabdity.
By RAY alcHUGH
Coyle, Sews Service

N1
gets
"Wa
Si
Cire
tiom
won
Al
Con
nate

work to Greek interests.
During the postal walkout,
Ford says its decision is
based entirely on "impossible" government payments to
labor conditions. Wildcat strikers ranged up to 20 pounds
grikes, it charges, have coat a a eek $481. This was more
the company $80 million in the than twice the amount they
Last year It foresees $220 received from their own uruan.
The stage is now set in
million in losses if it does
not
transfer production facilities. London for the second act in
Heath's struggle for union
Even worse, in the minds of reform. Sometime this spring
some Braishers. is the fact that Parliament will pass a kind of
the taxpaying public is literally Taft-Hartley Act called the
paying for these walkouts.
-industrial relations bill."
Under legislation enacted by Among other things, it would
the former Labor government, outlaw the wildcat strike But it
strikers are eligible for already has provoked Limon
unemployment compensation leaders into government
and a variety of -welfare defiance unmatched since the
gate" subsidies to help them 'general strikes of 1926
meet home mortgages. car
Next: A transatlantic patpayments and other resporw-- tern
sibdities.

LONDON - This has been a
winter of reckoning 'for
Britain's often unbridled labor
union leaders - a winter of
liDGmb•TIMIS Mi.
bitter reckoning.
Conservative Prune Minister
Edward Heath has lassoed
T. K. Tom Murdock, age 92, died today at five a.m. at his
:hem with the charge that their
home on Lynn Grove Route One.
wage demands, wildcat strikes
Fred Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Greene 0. Wilson, has
and lack of interest in
II
„_.
been granted a research fellowship by the National Science
sroductivay are major culprits
$1.3 BILLION "GREATEST MISTAKE"—Capt. Robert H. Smit
h (inset) says in an
Foundation for the simmer months. He will be at the
Britain's soaring inflabere
article in "Proceedings," U.S. Naval Institute maga
zine, that a $1.3 billion fleet of
And try as they might, the
University of Kansas
these destroyer escorts is "the greatest mistake
in ship procurement the U.S. Navy
anion basses have riot been able
Mr and Mrs Arthur Like will be honored on their golden
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City
big
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The exception to this rule is Orleans—won't play on Monday first game of their
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Man she's living with
doesn't want Marriage
By Abigaii

Van Buren

Miss Sins becomes
bride of Hr. Penny

Tuesday, April 13
The Baptist Young Women will
meet at the Calvary Missionary
Baptist Church from seven to
nine p.m Mrs. Jerre! White and
Mrs. Crawford Ray will give the
studies on the BYW and WMU,
manuals

Pell

fedi
den

WCr

In a candlelight ceremony on Friday evening,
March 19, at the
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church, Miss Marsha
Kay Sir's, daughter of Mrs. Grace Sins and the late Mr. Carl
Sins became the
bride of Mr. Michael Glenn Penny, son of
Mrs. Claudine Rose
sad the late Albert Penny. The ceremony was perform
ed by Rev.
Otis Jooem Nuptial music was presented by Paula
Beal.
bride
given
The
in marriage by her brother C. E.
Sirls, wore a
formal gown of white bridal
satin overlaid with embroidery lace.
The fined bodice was designed on an e in pi
r e Use, with long
bishop sleeves of embroidery lace and satin, accente
d with white
pearl buttons. The built-la train was of the
same fabric trimmed
In lace. Her headdress was of sada iuicl flowerette,
attached to a
tiered and bouffant veil tint fell
elbow length. She carried a
cascade bouquet fashioned with stephano
tis and lily, velvet streamers and love knots.

Group I of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs Charles Mercer
at 9:30 a.m.
Group II of the Baptist Women
of the First Baptist Church will
meet with Mrs. B. H. Cornett at
ten a.m.

DEAR ABBY My problem is the man I am living with.
I love him very much. We have two kids and we aren't
married yet He always has some excuse. Sometimes he
The Alin° Homemakers Club
stays away from home a week at a time. The only time I am
will meet at the home of Mrs. Don
sure of where be is is when they detain him in jail He makes
Bury at ten a.m. A potluck
good money' and he's not stingy with it.
I hate to leave him because everything we have is paid supper will be served at noon.
for. And like I said, I love the guy Write me back and tell
me what to do
UNDECIDED
The Paris Road Homemakers
DEAR UNDECIDED: it's my guess that you've already Club will meet at the home of
decided that living with him is beuer than iiviag without Mrs. Lucille Hart at 1:30 p.m.
Wm. Face it, as Wag as you love the guy you'll always dud
a reason for not leavigg him.
The Westside Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is 18. and she's engaged to
young man who is 22. They want a June wedding, and here Mrs. Pat Bogard at 12:30 p.m.
is where we disagree
They picked a dirty old run-down hall with outdoor rest
Murray Star chapter No. 433
rooms. Also, they want a justice of the peace to marry them,
and a reception later For this they' want bridesmaids and Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
ushers and my daughter wants a white gown and veil.
p.m
We are well able to give them a beautiful wedding in
a
church, with a minister, and a dinner and reception at
a nice
dab.
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the
There is no sentimental reason for their choosin
g this First United
Methodist Church
y run-down hall It doesn't even have an organ
or piano. WSCS has cancell
ed its meeting
daughter was raised in the Lutheran church
and her for today.
says he's an atheist
We just can't see it their way Can you help?
HAVE PROBLEMS
Group III of the Baptist Women
; DEAR PROBLEMS: It would appear
that your daughter of the First Baptist Church will
isleati-establishinent sad wants a wedding
in keeping with meet at the home of Mrs. Naomi
hei. sentiments. If you insist that she either
Miller at two p.m.
have a tradition
al:type wedding or the kind she "MALI
whboat you, prepare
helm excladed.
Wednesday,April 14

PA

tern
to t.

unt
tati
of
ally
gin.
whi
do f

Miss Debbie Why'bark of Benton Route
5, a high school classmate, served as maid of honor, and wore
a floor length gown of
lavender crepe. The empire waist
line was accented in purple
velvet. Her shoulder Length veil vu
attached to a headpiece of
matching fabric and she carried a
bouquet of white lilacs with
satin bows and streamers.

s•

SUBTLE—The understated
look for evening is subtly
expressed . in cotton jersey
printed in an Aztec motif of
orange, lavender, brown,and
beige on white. Smocking
adds importance to the sculptured bodice and long flowing sleeves. By STJ, it's a natural for the spring wardrobe
of 1971 Maid of Cotton Pat
Perry.

am n Home Scene
Of Presbyterian
Women's Meeting

me bridesmaids, wearing the same Identical attire, carried
bouquets of white lilacs with green satin streame
rs, were: Miss
Marion Sins, Was Parana Turner, nieces of the
bride, Miss
Cindy Penny, niece of the groom. Serving as
flower girl was
Carmoo Sins of Trenton, Tennessee, niece
of the bride. Her
deess was identical to the attendants and she
carried a white
basket filled with lilac and satin' ribbons.
fambearer, Michael Turner of Benton, Ky. a
nephew of the
bride, carried a heart shaped pillow of white satin edged
in lace
with white velvet bows and streamers of love knots.
Mint:ling the groom as best man was Eddie Washarn
, a high
school classmate. Groomsmen were Glenn Miller, nephew
of
the bride, and Lorry fiendersom a high school classma
te of the
groom.
For the occasion the bride's mother chose a mint green
knit
dress and accessories of whits. The groom's mother
chose a
tqua blue knit dress and accessories of white.
Both mothers
wore corsages of gardenias.
Following the ceremony a reception was held at
the church.
Serving at the reception were friends of the bride and
groom,
Miss Cressia Morgan and Julia Stratton. The guest
register was
kept by Julia Stratton and Cressisi Morgan. Scented
lavender
dyed rice bap made of white net and tied with white velvet
bows
were pissed out following the wedding.
The couple is presently residing at Hardin, Ky.,
Route 1.

NON-STOP COTTON—Spring rainwear finds its place in
any kind of weather . . . anywhere. Maid of Cotton Pat
Perry turns up on Cotton Row in a nifty rainsuit of waterrepellent cotton canvas. In royal blue,stre trimmed with
ra.-1 1,,, thr.r Designed by Samuel Roberts
.

Mary Beth Bucy
To Be Married To
Danny Wimberly

Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Bury of
Mrs. Edwin Cain opened her
Route One, Buchanan, Tenn.,
lovely home on Miller Avenue for
announce the engagement and
the meeting of the Cumberland
approaching marriage of their
Presbyterian Women of the
daughter, Mary' Beth, to Danny
North Pleasant Grove Church
Wimberly, son of Mr. and Mrs.
held on Thursday, April 8, at
Bomar Wimberly of Springville,
seven o'clock in the evening.
Tenn.
"The Protestant Church In
The bride-elect is a senior at
Columbia Was the theme of the
Henry County High School. She is
program with Mrs. Edd Glover
the granddaughter of Mr. and
as the leader who also gave a part
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Thee of Mrs. Cecil Hopkins of Almo and
of the study book, "Joy For An
Urbana, Ill., were the Easter of the late Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
The Arts and Crafts Club Will Anxious Age".
DEAR ABBY: I am caught in the
middle. My mother
weekend guests of her parents, Bury, Sr.
arid my aunt are both on me to take
meet with Mrs. S. L. Horn at 2:30
Mrs.
Glover
also
reviewe
d a
my cousin to the prom.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Yarbrough The groomto-be is a 1969
p.m
They got me to take her to one school
part of the stewartship book,
dance and I have
The Ann Hasseltine Sunday of Murray.
graduate of Buchanan High
never been teased so much in all my
"A Farthing In Our Hand" with s.
life I was the laughing
hool Class of the Memorial
School and is now employed with LADYLIKE—T
stock of the school
th4 theme of her discussion being
he dress sudBaptist Church met Monday
the State Highway Department. denly looks new for spring
New
The
Concord "Stewardship of Possessions".
I told my mother she would have to kill
evening
April
,
me dead before I
5,
the
church
And
at
for
on 1971 Maid of
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., He is the grandson of the late Mr.
Homemakers Club will meet with -The opening prayer
would take my cousin to the prom and
was led by the regular meeting with the and
Pat Perry it also looksCottor
my mother said,
freal'
children, John Charles and and Mrs. W. C. Wimberly and Mr. arid
Mrs. W.D. McCuiston at one p.m. Mrs. Delia Graham Mrs.
"Well, that can be arranged." What can
feminine. Styled witiEdwin
esident, Mrs. Willie Garland, Jennifer Ann, of Rambling Hills, and Mrs.
I do?
COUSIN
J. W. Warren of long sleeves and a perky bow
Cain called the roll and read the
leading the opening prayer.
Mich., are the Easter guests of Springville, Tenn.
at the neck, this Jeunesse de
DEAR COUSIN: Get a hired of
minutes.
yours to take her. That
Announcement was Mrs Pauline Wainscott gave
her
parents. Mn. and Mrs R. R. The couple plans to be married sign makes use of novelty
way yeall hoelf the hook. year
The Coles Camp Ground Cru,ted made of the May Fellowship day
(ameba will haw, a date for
woven
cotton in crisp browr
the devotion on the theme of Parker of Murray Route Three. April 72 at the home
the prom antessorybeig will be
of the bride- and white. For pleasing con
Methodist (lurch WSCS will program at the First Christian' "Easte
karma. •
r". She used each letter in
trast, colors are used in re
elect.
meet at the home of fstrs. Marvir ChurcA on May 7 Mrs. Glover,
Easker with a Bible verse to bring
They will make their home at verse for the bodice and skirt
DEAR ABBY. There is a school
presidint, presided.
teacher in Hamilton, Scott at seven p.m.
an Interesting message She
720 North Poplar Street, Paris,
Ohio who is either very mean or very
Delicious refreshments of
stupid
closed with prayer.
Mrs. Dela Stewart and Mrs. Tenn.
She is constantly asking the kids
apricot
salad,
nuts, mints, and The minutes were read and the Inez
to write something
Stewart have been visiting
about their dads. What they do, how
The Harris Grove ornernakers cold drinks were served by Mrs.
much daddy means to
treasurer's report was given.
with relatives in Texas.
them, etc. She has asked the kids to
Cub
Cain..
will
meet
with
Other
Mrs
Bur
member
s
present, Those
make up poems about
attending
were
their fathers, to write an imaginary
Wilkerson at one p.m
not previously mentioned, were
letter to their fathers,
Mesdames Willie Garland, Mr.and Mrs. Wilford Dunn and
etc.
Mrs. Nix Crawford, Mrs.
Wainscott,
Pauline
Zela son, Howard. Mr and Mrs. Jim
Yesterday my son came home and
Margaret Nell Boyd, and Mrs.
told me that this
Covington, Virginia Peters, Opal Cote and son, all of Birmingham.
Tehe Wesleyan Circle of the Paul Cunningham.
teacher gave the class another
"father" assignment. This
Jennings. Mich., and Mr and Mrs. Gary
Reeves,
Laura
First United Methodist Churct
time each one had to stand up and
The next meeting will be held
describe his father. One
Elizabeth James, May Foster. Neale and son of Dearborn.
WSCS
will
on
meet with Mrs
kid, with tears in his eyes said, "My
Thursday,. May 13,at seven
parents are divorced,
'Myra Crawford, Lottie Gibson. Mich., have been the Easter
Mrs. Loraine Ross of Padu
and I don't remember my father very
Gordon Moody, 525 South 611 p.m.. at the -home of Mrs.
well"
Maggie Hubbs, Nettie McKeel. guests of their mother and and Joe Anderson Ross of
Margaret Nell Boyd. Visitors are
Stied, at 7:30 p.m.
Abby, doesn't that teacher know that some
and Vera Adams.
children have
grandmother, Mrs. Hallett Dunn, Murray were married on
welcome to attend.
no fathers thru death or divorce?
Saturday, April 3, at four o'clock
Fairlane Drive, Murray.
. I hope you think this is important enough
in the afternoon in a censtm
to use
ny
OHIO MOTHER
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith held in the Prayer Room of the
The Pottertovrn Homemakers
and children of Detroit, Mich., We,stminister
DEAR MOTHER: I de, and 1 shall.
Club has cancelled its meeting
United
are the guests of his mother, Mrs. Presbyterian Church, Paducah.
today due to illness of the
At Your
What's year problem? You'll feel better
Jolly Freeman perHarty Culpepper,Glendale Road. Rev.
members.
it you gat k
year chest. Writer to ABBY. Box Mee.
formed
the-ceremony in the
All New
Les Aa‘eles. Cat
100119. Fee a personal reply enclose
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn presence of immediate family
stamped, addressed
Tburede
y,
Apra 15
. By PATRICIA MCCORMACK
esivelope.
for luncheon tor your atten- and daughter, Patty, of Atlanta, members.
dants. Try to have your friends Ga., were the Easter weekend Attending the couple were
NEW
Mrs.
YORK
(I
Temple Hill Chapter No 511fPI) The
Fee Abby's booklet. -How Le Have a
give
showers now, and then guests of their parents, Mrs. Ross' daughter-in-law, Mrs.
bride
who
doesn't
want to apLovely Wedding."
Order of the Eastern Star will
seed It to Abby. Box brie. Les Angeles
finish your shopping for linge- Hallett Dunn,. Fairlane Drive, Stephen Ross, and Mr. Ross'
. Cal, MU.
hold its regular meeting at the proach her happy wedding day
with a thousand worries simply rie, linens and Iscwisehobt and Mr. and Mrs. John Work- daughter, Miss Emily Ross, and
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
son, Paul Ross.
must resolve three months
man, Parklane Drive.
Mrs J. B. Burkeen
furnishings.
753-1511 or 113-4041 •
Central Shopping
Mrs. Ross chose for her wedahead to make a plan
and
Also: Check up on outfits
Newcomers to Murray, greeter ding an aqua silk organza dress
stick with
Center
-1 Tr,- Home Department of the
bridal party, and have by Community
Greeting service with flowing back panels and
The folio's:Om timetable, say for
Opon
Ing
gown.
weddin
urray Woman's Club will meet
g
your
Mon.,
representative, Mrs. Marcia iewel trim.
the authorities, will get you fittings on photogr
apher to be
the club house at 1:30 p.m.
for
Arrange
Apr.
19
through with little trauma,
Poole, were Mr. and Mrs. Heroic A reception was held in Mrs.
fitting. Buy
eases will be Mesdames
assuring that you'll hase the present at final
Givens, Jeffersonville, Ind., J Ross' home, 2612 Washington
Grand Opening
.4 Tommy Lavender,
weddin
ring
bridegr
and
g
oom's
Vernon legendary radiant look that
Paul Kelly of Lone Oak, Davic Street, Paducah,from four-thirty
with
yours.
Go
get
berta, Virgie Clark, Orvis wedding
he should
April 23-24
day.
Daust of Michigan, A. M. Asberry until six o'clock on the day of
the
him to apply for 8 merrier
• and B. J. Hoffman
-THREE MONTHS BE- license, and have the necessary of Cleveland, Ohio, Luke Baker of wedding.
FORE THE. WEDDING:
De- pre-marital medical examina- Memphis, Tenn., James Green of
Mayfield, James Moody of
The Baptist Women of Elm cide on the type of wedding, tion',
mlicther
Michigan, Ftickie Alderson of
The Coldwater Crusaders 4-H Grove Baptist Church" will hold Consult formal or informal.
,with your clergyman
- THE DAY BEFORE: Tell Gallatin, Tenn., Mrs. Terry
Club held its second meeting or its general meeting at the church to arrange
necessary" details: someone your bbneymoon Washer of Sharp, Floyd Nixon of
Monday, April 5, at the home of at 1:30 p.m. and will later visit make up
your guest list, con- itinerary, and arrange for some- Louisville, David Houston of
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. Darnell patients at the Westview Nursing Mit with
bridegroom's family. one to check your new home Providence, Jayne Underhill of
Home.
Iwith all officers present
while y9u art gone. Go to hair Symson
about same.
ia, and Gary Lovett of
Also: Nlake arrangements dresser's early and then to wed- 1Catvert Qty.
A discussion was held conding rehearsal and dinner.
foe reception, eatenng
Saturday, April 17
niing the dress review at
and Ch..eb
your luggage and - go
music: choose your
lloway County High School by
bridal
to bed earlyA basketball clinic, sponsored
the sewing class. The electric
party; order our furidal
class was discussed by the boys. by the Murray Recreational
gown
and plan what bridesmaids
Depart
ment,
will
be held from
will
Games were played and the 4-H
Mr. and Mrs. David Morefield
wear.
pledge was said Refreshments ten to eleven a.m. for boys of all
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Pelts prohibited

Came and went

LOS ANGELES (UPI) - A
federal court judge has ordered 32 cheetah pelts which
were seised at Los Angeles International Airport turned over
to the federal government.
The peas were confiscated
under a law prohibiting importation of an animal or part
of any animal exported illegally from the country of origin. There was no indication
what the government would
rlo with the pelts.

VANCOUVER, B.C. (UN)An entire containerload of Japanese snowmobiles disappeared from a dockside before they could be delivered
to a Vancouver dealer.
Police found the machines
were loaded right back onto
the ship and were well on their
way back to Japan. Another
container addressed to the
snowmobile dealer proved to
contain hundreds of cans of
tuna fish, canned right here in
Vancouver.

Water pollution
LOS ANGELES (UPI) The executive officer of the
California Water Quality Control Board says that concentrated effort can result in elimination of "gross" or visible
water pollution from California's rivers and ocean within
five years.
Jerome B. Gilbert said
"long range" pollutants those which cannot be seen also could be done away with
in 10 years. Gilbert also predieted an increase in the reuse
of water.
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Largest Antique Flea Market
Television Schedule Is Planned at Bardstown, Ky.
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movfe
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Movie
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12th & Sycamore

outstanding new artists, Don
Ensor, displaying his prints of
objects from a bygone era. Ensor
BARDSTOWN, Ky.—If you're will be present throughout the
a collector of items old or entire show to meet and talk to
unusual or just want to see what the people about his prints.
fascinates other oeoole vii 'II A special booth operated by Bill
of
Schroeder
have a heyday the week-end of Schroeder
April 17-18 at Kentucky's largest Publishing Co., Paducah, will be
antique flea market in historic located at the front of the display
area. Schroeder will be selling
Bardstown.
Thousands of hometown folk. new books explaining current
people from all over the state and price trends in the collecting
The books will cover
out-of-state tourists are expected field.
everything from class insulators
to attend the antique show.
Dealers and amateur collectors to old straight razors.
Visitors will also find many in
from Alabama, Georgia, Florida.
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, teresting shops for antique
Ohio and Tennessee are expected browsing in the Bardstown area,
for the fourth annual show at the in addition to beautiful Federal
new Nelson County High School, Hills, My Old Kentucky Home.
Highway 62, just east of Bard- Don Corner is manager of the
Flea market which runs from 10:
stown.
Some 75 dealers have a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday and
requested display space.. Over from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sunday
100 tables will be overflowing
z
with china, bottles, glassware,.
handmade
antiques,
primitive
Tough policy
jewelry, Indian relics, old books,
LONDON (UPD: Parlamps, knives, guns, lurruture,
liament passed legislahomemade quilts and other 11ton yesterday giving the
collectables.
government powers to
seize or sink foreign
Local dealers and collectors
ships, even outside Britwho like to swap, as well as sell,
ish territorial waters,
will also be on hand- with their
that threaten to pollute
wares.
this country's beaches
One of the highlights of this
with oil.
year's show will be the participation of one of Kentucky's
By Lots Campbell
State News Bureau

PATIENCE LATTING is receiving congratulations on
being elected mayor of 04lahoma City, Okla. Mrs.
Latting is a mother and has
been a City Council mem- ..
ber the past four years. She
beat Bill Bishop, a fellow
council member. by 3 - 2.
-,P
Bottled note
-et
'come:bath
READING, Mass. (UN)
In 1963, Everett Carroll tosseda bottle containing a note with
his name, address and the
words "Please write" over die'
side of a cruise ship.
Recently, Carroll received
a letter from a young man in
the West Indies, who found the
bottle on a beach and ray,
sponded to the note.
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DISCOUNT DRUG MRS

and skirt

Store Hours: 9 tol Mon.-Sat..Bel Air Stioppirtg Centef—Phone 753-8304
1:00 to 6 Sun.

SUDDEN BEAUTY
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& HARD TO HOLD
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PREPARATION

QUIET WORLD

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

Relieves Pain
Stops Itching in
most cases

Niet World
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A new and better calm.
ative for relief of simple
nervous tension'
• Non -Habit Forming

98
Value
12 Tabs

88
Arthritis Sufferers:

1.65 Priced)984

Say-Rite SALUTES
Whitehall Laboratories for
their contribution to your
GOOD HEALTH

From the
Makers of

ANACIN
Analgesic
Tablets

HAIR
AWAY

2.00, Value
100/ Tablets

Say-Rite's.
Low Price

Why Pay
More

SAY-RITE SALUTES WHITEHALL LABORATORIES
for their contribution to your GOOD HEALTH.
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Linkletter warns young
and old of drug abuse

OA
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Pi CAMEOS: Tony Randall

PHOTO FUN

Tony Sets Goals for the Months Ahea

CUSHING

By JEFF
Copley News Service

Filters make
work easier

successful
personality, a
half after my daughter's death
millionaire, the president of
I irinnersed myself into the
more than a score of corproblems of drugs.
'‘
WS ANGELES — He sits
porations and the boss of more
"I was as naive as an?parBy GILBERT HILL
to cut out enough light. And it is
aehind his huge L-shaped desk.
than 3 million acres of ent before I was hit personally
Copley News Service
here that the ND filters are
Papers, books and magazines
Australian wilderness, to name
with the vastness of the probreally worth carrying around
ire piled everywhere. Family
a few accomplishments.
lem. Then I began listening to
Many
photographers with their very little weight.
paintings hang on the woodBut a few years ago his life
the experts doctors, kids,
discover the value of a filter for You have a choice of almost
paneled walls.
changed. , Hit with the shataddicts.
making better pictures almost any lens opening and shutter
It is rather dark. Heavy
tering tragedy of his daughter
Now when I give a lecture,
by accident, because they speed by selection of a filter.
drapes block out much of the
Diane's death through the use
the first thing I tell the
bought the little wafer of glass
mid-morning sun and the
Then, too, just like your
of drugs, Linkletter has been
audience is that I am not an.
primarily to "protect" a lens.
Ie
nurly hills beyond. Two
automobile, any lens, even the
channeling his efforts — and
expert, but that I am an expert
And the idea is valid. A filter
ceiling fixtures thrust
finest, has a speed at which it
they are considerable —
on experts."
costs only a few dollars — a
pencils of light onto the desk.
works best. Generally tnis is
toward preventing others from
In his efforts to find out what
fraction
of the cost of a fine about
, In an adjoining office the
making the same mistake.
the middle of the marked
makes people turn on to drugs,
lens. It can be removed and
Pace is hectic as mini-skirted
lens openings — and you'll get
"It is one thing to be sucLinkletter has participated in
replaced easily if scratched,
and pant-suited secretaries go
cessful in the lighter side of
sensitivity sessions at Synanon
the most consistent sharpness
marred with salt spray or and
about their daily routine.
life," says Linkletter, ''but
quality by using your f2
House in nearby Santa Monica,
etched
by
a fingerprint left lens, for instance, in the 5.6
This is Art Linkletter's
when you are able to reach out
manned a telephone at a "Hot
to
far
too long — and the lens f8 range.
''workshop," a label he tacked
and save kids, you touch the
Line" center, visited free
is undamaged.
lithe office himself. A veteran
greatest wellspring of human
clinics along the Sunset Strip.
As you open it toward the f2,
That is why you'll often see
of more than 38 years in the
response.
-If I have learned anything
or close it down toward the f16
the
color
photograph
er with a — some lenses may be marked
entertainment business, he has
Rather than allow himself to in my experiences," says
skylight (UV) filter on his lens
!pen hanging his hat in this
wallow in self-pity at the time
Linkletter, "it is that drug
down to f22 — the quality tends
' at all times, and the black and
whimposing two-story structure
of Diane's death, Linkletter
control is no field for amateurs.
to fall off slightly, perhaps
white photographer with his
in West Los Angeles for the last
immediately exposed himself
When someone is hooked on
along the edges or in the corlight yellow (K2).
18 years. It is not the glamorous
in an effort to save other
narcotics,
well-meaning
ners. Don't worry, it isn't
But
filters
can
serve still enough to see except in exstudio-style office so familiar in
parents the extreme grief and
parents_-ean be a very
another
Jack
Klugman and Tony Randall ars "This Odd Couplis."
purpose of giving you a treme
the Hollywood work' of makeagony that had enveloped him. detrimental factor. Kids need
The television,
and
critical
adaptation of this Nod Simon Broadway hit can b• wenn Fridays
choice of more than one film
believe. It is a common-looking
"From the very beginning, I real experts, people who can
on ABC-TV.
enlargements. But it is there.
speed without changing film.
illuilding on a common-looking
felt I was doing some good," he really help."
by Bill DUNN
season. In spite of good re- living in the
east. Jack's fa And there is a whole series
Through using filters, even
street.
says emphatically.
THE LAST few days have views, there has been speculaof
One of the keys to the rising
vorite spot is somewhere in
ND neutral density) filters for the NDs, it is possible to cut
Everything about this man is drug problem, feels Linkletter, been anxious ones. Many in the tion about possible cancellation. Maine
may not look like much,"
t
woods. While Tony,
back until you're once more
exactly that purpose, which
says Linkletter, leaning back in
emphatic
energetic. is a breakdown of the basic colder climes have eagerly At times the ratings lagged, native of Tulsa,
and
Oklahoma can
using the most critical and
awaited the arrival of spring, although a mid-season change
be used with either color or
his chair, partially submerging
Constantly restless, he belies family unit.
likes it here in New York.
which is finally here. A few in its broadcast schedule imefficient spot on your lens. But
monochrome.
himself behind the clutter. but
the impression of being merely
-We simply must take a long,
Asked if a fourth chang
Californians, the television peo- proved the Nielson ratings.
the one basic rule to remember
The ND filters are neutral
this is where we do our work.
a congenial television host. As hard look at the way we are
ple, were kept waiting too, not Whether or not they warranted ahead might be the inclusion o gray
is that if you must use that ND
in color, and can be
I have other offices spread
he speaks cooly and purposely, living. Our life style has few
for a change in the weather but a return, no one knew or would an occasional song by Ton
too often the chances are you
put through the area, but here
his mind is racing ahead, roots. We are a transient for the networks'
Randall, he assured us no. Al purchased in various strengths
decisions on say.
are using a film much too fast
to reduce the amount of light
though a devotee of the ope
*e really work. We take off our
planning future events, solving society and if we are to return renewal or cancellation of
the
Tony's second thought was and a balladeer in
for most of your work.
Oats and
air
out our
the tradi• r • reaching your lens. Thus, you
current problems. And when he to any semblance of order, we different series.
to get rid of the laughtrack. of Carmen Lombardo,
problems.''
Tony can be loaded with extremely
talks, his entire body reacts: must settle down and get back
The wait was a combination
Asked if it didn't have the sub- prefers to keep his
*0 *
singing for high-speed film for low-light
of
Linkletter is the epitome of
anticipatio
n and dread, pro- liminal effect
his eyes light up, his hands to basics," Linkletter mainof suggesting his own personal entertainment
longed in some cases by delayed when
pie American legend. A native
gesture wildly yet deliberately. tains.
viewers should volunteer and enjoyment and his comedy work, then get out on the beach
India is 14 times as large as
decisions as Tony Randall could their
or in the mountains where light
Of San Diego, Calif., he has
Linkletter is spending most
laughter. Tony thought for "The Odd Couple."
-And we must begin to
United Kingdom.
the
tell
you.
He
had been awaiting not and felt
is intense and hold it down with
Pnade it big on his wits alone
of his time these days trying to reappraise our priorities and
its value is un• • •
word on his series, "The Odd
filters.
His first introduction to the
proved, largely a matter of netreach others — young and old start doing things for our
Couple." But rather than take
AS THINGS have turned out,
entertainment world was as a
work habit, while its annoyance
Actually, it may be otherwise
alike 7- to explain the dangers children. We must treat
them the news standing still in Holis evident to many watching. Tony's effort began to show re- impossible to stop your lens
radio announcer That wat
of drug use.
like human beings and make lywood, Tony decided to barnOn this point, Mr. Randall en- sults. ABC announced jus down far enough or
back in 1939.
'I'm no expert, and
don't them feel that they are indeed storm the last weeks just for
increase
March 19 that "The Odd Coulists the support of viewers.
Today he is an immensely
pretend to be. For a year and a an integral part of the
good
luck.
ple" would return next season, shutter speed enough to avoid
family."
•
•
•
It was that and the chance
Friday nights at 9:30. Produc- overexposure with a highTHE THIRD recommendation tion is scheduled to resume
for a trip home that landed
in speed -film, intense -light
Tony in New York City, where would be to move "The Odd May. Tony at this point is quite situation. But remember
all
he spent an afternoon in a mid- Couple" from its present Holly- free until then, he reports.
As filters have a -filter factor" by
town bistro discussing "The wood studio to New York, for club dates, he had none;
but which they reduce light.
Odd Couple." Looking very which would be in keeping with it is a thought. He might
conIn color you must use an ND
much like his character. Felix the true locale of ;he bachelor sider doing a comedy routine,
Unger, a nattily well - dressed apartment of the original Neil although he wouldn't care to dc filter to reduce light.
But in monochrome, a K2 has
Tony Ranaall began by saying Simon Broadway "odd Couple." it in a nightclub. "They're much
a factor of (21 about one lens
that "Acting is everything." The television series now main- too smokey."
And certainly a great part of tains the illusion of the city by
stop. Often all you need is a K2,
In the week ahead Tony's
that right now is -The Odd including an occasional exterior time
will be taken up with or a G (orange)
with a factor of
shot, but the interiors never
Couple."
points two and three of the
3i or lit stops, to get a normal
leave the Los Angeles lot.
Randall Three Point Program
BrCLAIRE COX
Hueschen, director of the
AS FOR the series, Tony menThe move would give "The He seems to be off to a good exposure, and, at the same
Copley News Service
program, said that it is far
tioned a few changes and goals Odd Couple" a new touch of au- Start, already
having achieved time, improve the., quality of
he'd like to bring about in the thenticity as well as make com- his first
more than merely a Bible study
•
goal, renewal for eon- your picture.
NEW YORK — The Bible is program.
months ahead. First and most muting easier for its two stars. other season. Somehow
One of the often wood
Chat
the textbook and guidebook of
Important, Tony wants the Randall and Jack Klugman. makes the other points
The teacher training is
seem techniques in photography is to
series to return for a second Both admit a preference for like less formidable obstacles.
the. Christian faith, but how really the core to the success of
open the lens to let in more
many
churchgoers
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
know the Bethel series." he exlight, then increase the speed of
NEW YORK (UPI) - It w
eriough 'out it to follow in- plained -In no other areas
25 years ago this year that
the shutter to reduce it. A wide
telligently the weekly Scripture have we seen such spiritual
wonderment when a lama% sets in bedrooms, recreation
television first appeared in a
opening reduces the ''depth of
there
(O00
sets.
about
were
lesson read by their pastors" growth as develops
purchased a I 0-inch screen that rooms, even the kitchen. RCA
in this in- few of the nation's living
focus" in which the lens works.
Not many, in the opinion of depth study of Scriptures,
flickered and faded. it now designers are talking about a Those were black-an white In this way you can have a
MOTs.
and
ministers and the teachers who it ig because of them.
relatively
with
vielving
comes
tiny
in
color. About 22 Ii set-for-the-future
Now thrre''arr approximatexfor
sharply focused subject with
the
give courses of instruction in citement that
milk,in homes enjot. it in all housewife that will include a screens.
other members ely 60 million U.S. homes
the background blurred and
the churches
its tints and there are almost television screen, built-in comof the congregation want to equipped w ith sets. About one.
fuzzy to increase the attention
In fact, a large proportion of attend this once
341 million color sets in use.
they have third of them have two
puterized banking and shopor
But even while black-and - on the center of interest.
the teachers are scarcely more become acquainted with
Television
once
was rcgarii
ping facilities, -digital clocks, white video was aborning, RCA
" more receivers.
This is impossible, of course
knowledgeable than their
ed as a living room gimmick
The series consists of lessons
radios and other things.
Originally a neighborhood
demonstrated flickerless, all' when you are already at your
students.
Fay;tilies have now installed
evenly divided between the Old'
A quarter of a century ago, electronic color.
limits on lens and shutter just
After youngsters straggle and New Testament
s and
away from Sunday school in
their teens, few ever'return to providing an overview of
Bible classes as adults, and Scripture designed to enalthough courses dealing with courage deeper study It atthe Bible are being offered tempts to acquaint the student
with the basic fundamentals of
widely
in
colleges
and
universities, they usually the Bible narratives and give
concentrate on' historical or him an idea of the interrelationship ot. events and
literary content.
Congregations in nearly ideas in the Bible
Reading
assignments
every denomination offer Bible
study for adults but they have precede each class period, with
encountered difficulty in fin- the students being informed
that "little is promised to those
ding qualified, committed
who put nothing into the course
teachers Several measure
Learning
is . more
have been taken, ranging from
than
listening It is involvement in
encouragement of independent
the material at hand."
study to weekly discussions of
Considerable stress is put on
next Sunday's printed lesson
the fact that the series
materials that keep thE
demands an investment of time
teachers barely a step ahead of
and effort But. Swiggum said,
their students. once the commitment is met,
Efforts are being made by•
'we find people getting
some
denominations
to
downright
excited
about
upgrade Sunday — and week
broadening their knowledge of
night — courses for.adults. One
the Bible and relating it to their
of the most effective programs
daily living."
known as the Bethel Series.
The series familiarizes
conducted
by
the
Adult
students with the literary styles
'Christian Education Fdun- used in the Bible and attempts
dation in Madison. Wis.
to define the differences beFounded by Pastor Harley A. tween Hebrew and modern
Swiggum when he was on the Western thought. Moreover, it
staff of Bethel Lutheran emphasizes the needfor seeing
Church in Madison. the foun- the Bible messages in the
dation now offers church - historical context in which they
JERRY'S LIKES FAMILIES. And
school educational programs to were written
family will
JERRY'S
lay teachers around the world
,A concerted effort is made to
(1)
for
who in turn instruct their fellow avoid
theological
jargon
(2) specially attentive
church members
because of the involvement of
by a
who
The Bethel Series begins with laymen with little theological
(3)
a two-week period of intensive background or understanding
with
wid p variety of
instruction in Madison in the The chief teaching tool, in fact.
summer, at which ministers or is a series of 40 paintings, one
of your family,
(4)
leaders of church schools are for each lesson, used as
and
trained to instruct the lay illustrative hostel's to sumchildren, (5) special trinkets
for the teachers in their congre- marize the body of knowledge
little
of these
gation.s
under discussion
and
JERRY'S is
On completion of the course,
a pleasant, family affair.
.ritration
,•on.
e
representa
gr..steA
Ii.'
tive
the church
:1.11‘c VOIrafille., in 41
returns home arid enrolls 10 to of
15 members of his congregation Indonesia. 'say s hits cloprdia
in a weekly 2'.7 hour course liritaiiiiiea.
*
lasting 18 months to two years
Onl% then are ,the students
The I 111.11i1 Theater of
!consichare eligible to teach.
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Churches try upgrading
adult Bible education
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Central Shopping
Center
Opening Mon.,
Apr. 19
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affair.
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ones. In all
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Although the Bible is the
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BOWLING Archaeologists
STANDINGS Plan Meeting
At Eastern Ky.
THRUSDAY COUPLES

By CARL H MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
DESPITE INCREASE in leisure time in our society, the 40hour work week is still typical for white-collar, bluecollar and service workers. But farm workers, as in the
past, continue to put in the longest hours — over half
were working 60 hours or more a week a year ago.
Among those in the labor force who work long hours
are the "moonlight--" who hold two dr more jobs because they value additional income over leisure, usually
because of family responsibilities. Another and even
more important explanation of long hours is overtime.
A year ago there were 14.5 million workers who put in
overtime. Although the five-day, 40-hour week is prevalent, a movement toward a four-day, 40-hour week is
gaining momentum, largely to provide a longer weekend
for recreational activities.

Snowbird ski resort
going up in Utah
By BILL HILL
Copley News Service

ALTA, Utah — The dry and
irrepressibly powdery snow on
the slopes of the Wasatch
untains was a curse to the
ver miners who discovered
Little Cottonwood Canyon,
southeast of Salt Lake Qty, 100
an a go
The snows that Mlle early
and stayed late in the little
canyon that splits the granite
masstf and rises quickly from
the valley floor eventually
forced the miners to abandon
the town of Alta.
But one man's sorrow can be
another's delight. This cursed
snow brought international
fame to Alta in the late 1930s as
one of the nation's most
desirable skiing areas Now
Alta's status is about to be
challenged by a next-door
neighbor
Rising quickly in this once
silver-rich gorge just a mile
east of Mta is a multimilliondollar ski and four seasons
resort that no one in these parts
thought possible a few years
ago.
It's called Snowbird —
named after the Snowbird
mining claim worked here in
the 1890s
The slopes above 8,000-foothigh Snowbird have long been
popular with ski buffs affluent
enough to use a helicopter as a
chairlift. These mountains are
among the few in America with
more than 3,000 feet of vertical
rise. This rise compares with
Alta's 1,700 feet''
Snowbird is a lifelong dream
of Ted Johnson, youthful
promoter of the project and a
part owner in the Alta resort.
Joluiaon is building Sno., 'tird
with his newly tormeci liJTlit
partnership firm and'plans to
open with the first snow usually
assured in early November:.
Blocks of partially completed
condominium units risiroi
above 1.h4 picturesque canyon
floor with their sod-covered
roofs that blend with the
scenery, have been snapped up
by people from New York,
Chicago. Dallas and Los
Angeles.
Few have lode to Utah
residents
One out-of-state buyer picked
off six back-to-back units
almost before the ink was dry
on the architect's plans. said
Snowbird
Rose.
Dave
marketing manager and former director of Utah's Travel

Council.
Eventually, Rose says,
Snowbird's building program
will provide accommodation
for 5,000 people — condominium owners and guests
By November's opening date.
initial con•
the lodge.
dominiums. rental apartments.
ventral plaza and arcade:
a ith three double
alon

Delta Queen riverboat
saved from beaching
oak lumber for the new paddle
wheel, much like they did when
steamboats were fashionable.
But he admits that steel is
being incorporated in support
structure for the pure teakwood
handrails, for safety's sake.
Such matters were not so
rigidly regulated when the
Queen was built in Scotland in
1924 at a cost of 9865,000
Two years later she was
shipped to San Francisco and
reassembled to serve as a
pleasure craft with excursions
between Sacramento and San
Francisco until 1947.
At the ripe age of 21. steam
was outmoded and it looked —
for a time — like the Queen's
days were numbered. The
paddle wheeler was purchased
by the Greene Lines of Cincinnati and she made it there
under her own power —
steaming through open seas to
Panama, to New Orleans then
up the Mississippi and Ohio to
her new berth in Cincinnati.
Life began anew for the 250foot-long, 58-foot-wide vessel
whose three decks, quaint
cabins with their stained glass,
oak paneling and elegant grand
staircase. Pave provided many.
for
cruises
pleasurable
thousands who sought the
solace of the rivers Mark
Twain wrote about.
About that grand staircase,
leading to the Texas Lounge, is
going to look better than ever
when the Queen heads up river
again. Capt. Wagner's workmen discovered bronze that
shines like gold beneath the
Layers of paint on the lacy grille
cork
Up and down the Ohio and

Mississippi. music from the
Queen's steam calliope —
audible for five miles — will
once again serve notice of her
approach with a variety of
tunes that beckon residents of
river towns and villages to the
rivers' shores to watch her
passing. Chemicals, dropped
into the pipes at night, will once
again color the skies along the
great rivers.
People along the Cumberland
Riser will be treated to the
sights and sounds this year. A
cruise down the Cumberland to
Nashville has been added with'
sailing set for May 247'
But the first trip out of
.Cincinnati, once she reaches
home port, will take the Queen
to Louisville on a special
Kentuoky Derby cruise sailing
April 30.
If you had any hopes of being
aboard. forget it, unless you
already have passage booked.
She's long been sold out
Tax bite deeper
MANILA (UPI) - Under a
new Philippine tax law, taxes
on winnings in horse races or
jai-alai have been increased
from 2 1/2 to 3 per cent.
Owners of winning race horses already are subject to a
5 per cent tax on the horses'
winnings.
Smoker segregation
BRUSSELS (UPI) -.With
more people giving up smoking, Belgian railways plan to
launch a study to see if therm
are enough non-smoker corn
partments on Belgian trains.
At present. 69 per cent of
the seats are for smokers and
31 per cent for nonsmokers
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High Ind. Games HC )

Jim Neale
Delmer Brewer
and
tow
chairlifts, beginners'
Bob Roller
be
will
an aerial tramway
Phials Carson
completed.
Patsy Neale
There is a distinctive Glenace Edmonds
American approach to alpine
architecture in the multilevel
High Ind Series (SC)
vertical elements that tend to
Chancey
nuture the idea that man and Norman
nature can live in harmony in Jim Neale
this alpine valley. The sod- Frank Cooper
covered roofs are part of the Marilyn Parks
company's aesthetic values Patsy Neale
program aimed at preserving Mary Smith
the view for those looking down
on the village from the
High lad.S cries(HC)
mountaintops.
Frankie Cooper
Norman Chancey
Chance for Oxford
Jim Neale
program will begin June 20 Phyllis Carson
and end Aug. 6. Three-week Marilyn Parks
and six-week courses, 'all offer- Burnette Ferguson
ing optional University of Cabfornia Extension credit, will be
High Averages
instructed by members of the Don Alsobrook
Oxford faculty.
Jim Neale
(Lyman Dixon
City sheep
T. C. Hargrove
LEBANON, Ore. (UPI) - Norman Chancey
Grazing sheep only a block Dan Jones
from city hall cannot legally Marilyn Parks
be removed, the city recorder
Mildred Hodge
has told the city 'council.•
Patsy Neale
un
come
sheep
the
He said
Mary Smith
of
use
g
der the non-conformin
property clause in the city Betty Dixon
Joyce Roller
!ening ordinance.
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by BILL HILL
RICHMOND, Ky.—II)e KenCopley News Service
W..L
TEAM
tucky Archaeological
last
formed
NEW ORLEANS — Sporting
Association,
75 20
Red Birds
December, will hold its first a new steel hide over a fourth of
66 36
Pin Busters
annual meeting at Eastern her hull and with a stamp of
62 42
*tree
Kentucky University April 24 approval from the U.S. Coast
62 42
Spares
Guard, the steamer Delta
(Saturday.
60 44
water.
Ten Pens
The program will include Queen is back in the
5645
Night Owls
ture, stern-wheel
presentation of archaeological Superstruc
work and an overhaul of her
papers and a roundtable
and
propulsion
boilers
ArOdd Balls
"Salvage
on
n
discussio
311
0
remain
that
are
equipment
Fighting Four
chaeology in Kentucky: Past, before this mO‘§t famous of all
Reapers
Present, and Future."
river boats is once again plying
West Sider!
The roundtable will include the river north to Cincinnati.
The Four "C"ff
Duffield,
Professors Lathe!
Technology and the howls of
Alley Cats
University of Kentucky; Joseph millions of Americans who saw
Strikes
of something:0 value in a genuine
University
Granger,
Rockets
Louisville, and Jack Sdsodr.. steamboat, prevailed on
L&M'S
Western Kentucky Univer11026.. Congress to save the Queen
PD.'S
They are all engaged in the in- from permanent beaching last
Misfits
vestigation of Kentucky pre- December under a safety-atsea law.
history.
High Team Game (SC)
Dr. Lewis H. Larson,
The 47-year-old Delta Queen
701
Red Birds
professor of an- is scheduled to sail for Mem696 associate
Odd Balls
and sociology at pins in mid-April to resume her
692 throplogy
Red Birds
Eastern and secretary-treasurer colorful career on the great
of the Association,said its ob- rivers and what may be the
High Team Game(HC)
are the conservation busiest year since she came to
)ectives
$48
Odd Balls
and preservation of Kentucky's the Midwest waters in 1947
809
Four
Fighting
ical resouraes at a
809 archaeolog
Anyone who has read Mark
Rockets
time when archaeological situl Twain or loved the country's
are being rapidly siestroyed."
great rivers or had a nostalgic
High Team Series (SC)
2077
He said the new Association "is yearning to explore their
Red Birds
1896 committed to stimulating in- secrets from the deck of a
Odd Balls
1880 terest in - the scientific in- paddle wheeler, may still get
The Four "C"S
pre- that opportunity aboard this
vestigation of Kentucky
Victorian vessel now with a
bring
It seeks to
history."
High Team Series (HC(
National
2368 together both professional am- Space Age hide —
Red Birds
Aeronautics and Space Ada
at
2152
resources
Odd Balls
archaeological
fire2339 who share their interest and ministration-tested
Strikes
paint.
retardant
concern, Larson said.
Outward the Delta Queen
High Ind. Game (SC)
The meeting will start in the won't look much different than
235
Jim Neale
of the Bert Combs it did before this extensive
224 Ferrell Room
Delmer Brewer
job. Capt. Ernest
9:30 a.m.
at
Building
21
Dan Jones
Registration will begin at 9 a.m. Wagner, master, is using green
213
Patsy Neale
203
Phyllis Carson
Marilyn Parks

at
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CUSTOM
SUPERTHRUST
Charcoal Odor Filter
Slumber Speed
Quiet
•
• Air Ventilate & Exhaust
• Comfomatic Automatically
Adjusts Fan Speeds
$ 349.95
YOU PAY
YOUR CASH REFUND $20.00
YOUR COST
329.95

DELUXE
SUPERTHRUST
• Ten-Position Automatic
Thermostat
• Fingertip Air Direction
Control
• Quiet Rotary Compressor
• Superthrust Control
Provides High Air Velocity
$259.95
_
YOU PAY
$15 00
YOUR CASH REFUND
YOUR COST
4244.95

CASH REFUND
ON THESE CAPACITIES
11.500 to 18.000 BTU/HR
Aire

$1

FASHIONAIRE
• Fine Furniture Styling
• Quiet Slumber Speed
• LEXAN° molded Case—
Won't Rust Ever!
• Easy Mount Installation
'219.95
YOU PAY
YOUR CASH REFUND
10.00
YOUR COST
$209.95

CASH REFUND
ON THESE CAPACITIEb
6.500 to 10,500 BTU/HR

* Other Capacities 5,000 to 6,000 BTU/HR. $5 Cash Refund
27,000 to 32,000 BTU/HR. $50 Cash Refund
FREE INSTALLATION IN, STANDARD WINDOWS

'-Karen

NEAR THE WHITE HOUSE in Washington—and hoping
Kleiman; 24, Dallas, Tex,
to get inside it
displays Muskie photos in the headquarters of Sen.
, Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine. Muskie isn't officially
running for the Democratic nomination yet, but he just
rooms with 35 staffers
i happens In have a suite of 20

PINms 753-5611

g- EASY PAYMENT PLAN

BILBREY'S

210 East Main Street
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Atrocity trials pose problems
WASHINGTON (UP!): The Pentagon
says it has pen up trying to find ways
to try former servicemen for atrocities
conunitted m Vietnam. Jerry Fredhelm, a Defense Department spokesman, said the chief plioblem was one of
jurisdiction.
Friedheim said he did set knew bow
maay men had been discharged from
the service and later either admitted
atrocities or were found to be Involved
71- In atrocities.
He said the Pentagon and the Justice
Department had been working for'18
months in an effort to find some way of
bringing these men to trial, as is required under the Geneva Conventiom.
NUMWOMMMMWMOMMUMOWMNIMMOr

"The problem has not been resolved," he said. "As a practical matter.
this problem is not being carried any
further."
The talks with the Justice Department started when the Army's criminal
Investigation Division (CID) began investigating 15 men who were at My Lai
but had subsequently left the service.

g

"It's the ease of the discharged Individual that no one has been able to
salve," Friedheim said.
"I don't want to say nothing will ever
be done. If somebody figures out later a
way to do it, they might do it. It has
turned out to be, as a practical matter, 2
an insoluble problem at this time."

.41MOIMMMWMMMWMIIMOMMOMIIIIMMOWMMHMMUMMIUMOMM.fflilmmilMOM4M671
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GOOD NEWS TODAY

Ex-GI becomes hero
after letter to Pentagon
to about the plight of those in her home when the huge
wistful little youngsters on the three-story wing of the Sylmar
sidelines whose physical or hospital crumbled into a
For William Colombo. of mental handcuffs kept them monstrous mass of wire and
Rochester. N Y., World War II from participating in the stucco that fateful morning
was only a dim and bitter games
• 'I would have been in the
So Mrs Yambour took it dietary center of that wing, at
memory - until the other day.
Rummaging through a trunk upon herself to do something the very bottom of all that,"
of old souvenirs. Colombo about it. With the help of she says_ "The strange thing is,
realized one was missing. It friends and other instructors. I was angry over being transwas the Purple Heart Medal he she set up a special play area ferred at the time, because I
had received for wounds suf- for what she called "our ex- liked the early morning shift."
fered during combat while he ceptional children." There
Mrs. Arthur Findley, a
was a soldier in the last great suddenly appeared equipment registered nurse permanently
for games and sports like those assigned to the patient wings at
war
Colombo wrote a letter to the in which the more robust kids Sylmar, doesn't report for duty
Army Department to find out competed.
until 7 a.m. Yet most mornings
whether he could get a
Today more Ind more she shows up an hour or so
replacement without too much retarded children flock to the early to have coffee with some
red tape.
special playground. There's a of the off-going night shift
A few weeks later there came softball team, a 12-team
The morning of the quake.
in the mail a parcel from the bowling league, swimming, however, Mrs. Findley caught
Pentagon. It contained not only am exercises and there will be an extra 40 minutes or so of
a Purple Heart replacement an annual party later.
sleep. So she was driving to
but a Bronze Star. an Oak Leaf
Four of the retarded children work when she heard the first
Cluster, a Combat Infantry already have moved up - or frightful bulletin.
Badge and a World War II over - to play on the regular
'As! drove up the hill. I saw
Victory Badge as well.
teams. so marked has been it and thought,'My God, what if
Colombo of course, was their progress since Mrs. I had been in there,' Mrs
surprised and confused He Yambour's project flowered. Findley recalls now.
She and Mrs. Richarson
telephoned the Pentagon and
The handicapped have the
finally reached an Army officer same needs as all youngsters - worked around the clock the
who recalled his letter and the and perhaps more - to be da and night following the
events which followed it
loved, to have friends and fun, quake, trying to help the inWhen, they had looked up and to participate in games and jured and locate the trapped
Colombo's combat record, the sports." Mrs. Yambour ex- victims_ It was a small token of
officer told him. it developed he plains 1 guess the special their thanks for quirks of fate
was entitled to all the playground is proving it evers that probably saved their lives
•
*
decorations he received in the day"
*
*
*
In Brentford, England.
mail They had not been
awarded 25 years earlier
Stories still are sifting out Robert Saville took the chains
through some oversight, the from the rubble of the recent off a Basset hound and turned
officer explainedLos Angeles earthquake, most turn out of the police kennel
*
*
*
of them tragic Now and then. because he felt sorry for the
dog First he had asked to take
Mrs Francis Yarnbour. a however, comes a tale of hope the hound for a walk. but police
Plainfield. N Y . substitute as the frightening aftershocks said no So he returned in the
physical education teacher at continue
night and set the dog loose
Green Brook School. simply
Take Mrs. Viola Richardson, Police charged Saville with
couldn't stand to watch the who for two years reported for theft and took him to court to
forlorn little group of han- work every morning at the tell his story
dicapped children standing Sylmar Veterans Hospital A
'Taking the dog was not
huddled in a corner of the few days before the quake,she, theft." he told the judge It
playground while the healths was transferred to the night was an act of kindness. I
was
kids played softball and a shift for duty. in the dietary. giving him a run outside' • variety of other games.
center
The judge dismissed the theft
There was no one to complain
So Mrs. Richardson was cafe charge
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
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MEDITERRANEAN
advertised plenty. So it stands to
Jerusalem
SEA
Dear Editor:
reason young and old alike will
ASHKELON
state
wish
to
that
simply
all
of
I
drink more and more.
Gaia
Christendom is not totally op.
Mothers arid dads and conposed to the imbibition of cerned citizens, we
have lots to
alcoholic beverages.
In the
worry about wars, drugs and etc.,
DEAD
Episcopal Church we share wine
SEA
let's not add one more serious
and break bread in communion worry to our list.
We all know
with God and with one another,
that if a person wants it bad
It is our interpretation that
mough he can get it somewhere,
alcohol as other substances is a
JORDAN
3ut who can say for sure that lots
part of God's creation which He
might not want it that bad if it
declared good and entrusted to
were not so available, or might
man for responsibile use.
think about it, if it were not
Repression more often than not is not
advertised under their nose.
unhealthy and leads to warped
El Kuntilla
If one boy doesn't get startedi
conceptions and attitudes.
drinking, if one home isn't
wrecked, if one wife or child isn't
Sincerely,
beaten or mistreated by a
drunken husband or father, he
X SINAI
•Aqaba
(the Rev.) Stephen R. Davenport
person not run over by a drunken
iPENINSULA
driver, it would be worth your
while to vote and get others to 'o
SAUDI ARABIA
tames
vote dry.
Dear
Editor:
I believe we have lots cf intelligent students who know what
PIPELINE HERE TO STAY—The 147-mile Eilat-to-AshkeThis is an appeal to the mothers drinking can lead to and
Ion oil pipeline built by Israel a year after the 1967
don't
and dads and concerned people of want to see Murray people
Middle East war closed the Suez Canal, shutting off the
hurt.
Murray to stop and consider this So please for our benefit
route to Arab oil in the Persian Gulf, is so successful it
who live
"wet" or "dry" question before it in the county as well
will be maintained even if the canal is reopened, accordas youris too late. You still have a selves, your children and
ing to obseraers in the area.
neighchance to do something about it. bors, vote "No" on April 20
for
We in the county will be hurt also fear you could live to
regret it and
as we go to Murray and our maybe stand by the grave
of
children go there too.
victim you might have helped
I was brought up in a small save
town where there was a saloon on
every corner. It wasn't a fit place Respectfully,
far a woman to walk down the Mrs Iva Tidwell
IS MORE THAN
street in the day time, let alone Rt. 1 Murray, Ky.
JUST A WORD
at night. Fighting, cursing every
WITH US
Saturday and sometimes even
killing. Now, I know what I am
talking about as I lived it, and
San Francisco corers 444
saw it first hand. Everyone square mites.
knows that some drunk men do
_
Deer population in 'the
things they wouldn't do if they
were sober, even think of doing. South has increased from 304,
Phone 753-9999 (After 5:00, 753-9161)
Everyone knows that ad- 000 to 2,405,000 since the
mid-1940s.

U.S., Japan bargaining
toughly over Okinawa
You have 140 military facilities 1
Your Mr Sneider (Richard
By JOHN PINKERMAN
Sneider, minister of the U. S. covering over one-fourth of the
Copley News Service
Embassy here and the island's land area. Our people
American in charge of want a great deal of this
TOKYO - In a simply furnegotiations on Okinawa returned."
How about Kadena air base,
nished office on the third floor
reversion( is a very competent
of the Japanese Foreign
diplomat And, I've got the one of the largest bases in Asia
and the point from which B-52s
Ntrustry building here a large
bruises to prove it"
green arid gray map is spread
Bruises notwithstanding, formerly flew to bomb North
the full length of a conference
Chiba is firm in his mind on Vietnamese positions'
table A ramrod straight and
what Japan wants in the way of
"No, we want you, to keep
tall Japanese diplomat paces
the multimillion-dollar U. S. Kadena ,'• Chiba said.
"It is the
the length of the table, eminstallations
on backbone of
defense
the, seturitr
phasizing with a pointer the
Okinawa. What he wants is position.,' We also
*ant you to
importance of the many green
considerably more than most keep ylour 2nd
Logistical
areas on the map.
U S military men would like Comm d the mammoth
U. S.
The map is of Okinawa. The
to give
supply base
and Camp
scattered green splotches are
-We want to keep Okinawa Sukira
I the main U. S.
military areas the Japanese
as a symbol of deterrence headquarters
compoundi. We
want to control fully when the
against war," Chiba said. have no objection to your
island captured by Americans
"Japanese security, to a great keeping the main Marine Corps
in the last major campaign of extent,
depends on it. But, we camp, but we think you should
World War II is returned to
also must accommodate the turn over some of the training
Japan sometime between April
public demand regarding areas to the north "
and July in 1972
Okinawa
the demand for
Chiba's negotiations with
The six-foot-tall ex-Japanese more land for schools,
the Sneider cover far more than
nay) mars‘pactrig around the demand for many
facilities to the exchange of real estate and
table is Kazuo Chiba, chief of
be handed over to the Japanese some of the problems are
what the Foreign Ministry calls side."
major ones The status of U. S.
the First North America
Pointing to one of the green businesses is most important to
Division This is the bureau
Americans who have invested
that is concerned with U S - areas the Japanese have
painted into the map of millions on Okinawa Recently
Japanese diplomatic relations
the Japanese government said
and Chiba is the man who is Okinawa, he said, "Naha
it
would continue to recognize
return
here,
right
the
airport.
handling negotiations for
of Naha airport would do a the rights of U. S businessmen,
Okinawa reversion
but did not spell out what it
say great deal to symbolize
Americans
-You
considered these rights to be.
sometimes that your State reversion to the Japanese The
Naha port facilities should be
• ••
Department is soft and that you
rIalinum deposits may he
are givine. up Okinawa too returned. too. And, some of
easil).. Chiba said in an in- these areas around where you found in Antarctica, s4Irrw
nos have military housing. scientists believe.
:erviee
That isn't so at all
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Sim LIM

Murrity Marble
Work.
WILMS OP PINS
ANIMONSALS
Perkw VAN' • Itaarmair
Hi napes It. Malt

LOW
DISCOUNT
rescripti
PRICES

1969
Goa
2156

TH1
Nori
big
day.
Sale)
Strei

ARE COMING
TO MURRAY

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

Ec9icef‘J

zeInYou
otAP Lr ENT
eeEds
We Specialic

DRUG STORE

JANITORIAL SERVICE

Pd

At Your
All Now

4;i
39VO,

12CA

Central Shopping
Center
Opening Mon.,
A r. 19

Pifstu

AiO(

.1 r.
K+1r

setup:
13 Pt

7416
sharp.
Irvin C

3 HE/
certifit
Poodle
Setters
compl.
Phone

CASE;
disc, a
1218.

FULL
springs
price. F

Pflueger

FANTASTIC ASSORTMENT OF
PA-‘3 Z-1

Electric
Motor

REELS
Martin Fly-Wate Model 49

FOR L
pets cle
electric
Auto, '
Well."

Push-button tension release
Patented quick action brake.

Name
Low

GARCIA ABU-MA TIC 120
Syncro-drag, rotating line pickup, winding cups and orfice for
easy casts.

Nlurr

MITCHELL 304
face spinning
light weight.

Open

It

tliilid
reel,

Super deluxe, with larger,
more powerful motor, 180
swivel feature. Push-button
on/off switch on the handle.
High, medium and low speeds.
Forward/reverse
control,
which takes effect instantly
61 the set speed. Handy night

OHNSON 1008
Close face reel, complete
with 100 yds of mono line

4300 DAIWA
Snap-oft apreionicro-acqust7 •
able spring loaded dreg.

lli
.
ffg
ise gialb

BIG K REG. 99.97—
-

Jetco Fish Finder
PO,

Alf, sellcontained batteries. It
shows you where the
fish are. Shows de:41T"
of water.

light on panel.

ZEBCO 202 Reel
With 5 Ft. Rod

88

A regular $5.20
seller. A real
buy.

BIG K RE. 9.9.95.
TAPE-ON
BOWFISHING

Rig
Complete outfit (exclud—
ing bow) includes rig
6,
Rebel lures kw eveY
fishing
conditin
Bes;
o
Lit.
effeCtive with

waiieye, Musale. T f0 0
saltwater
pantie, and

with 50 ft.of 90 lb. test
nylon line. Fiberglass
easy-c''
with
arrow
point.

game fish.

66

FABULOUS

3"

SELECTION

FISHING RODS
VALUES
TO 12.97

DA/WA

41430

SOUTHEIEND #7500
•
Spin.
Spincast and F Series
I
y Rods

Bel-Air Shopping Center

BANKAMERICARD
Acres Of Free Parking

753-8777

PENTA
Ftesistanl
Ideal for
weather
Lumber
Murray,]

CLEAN
TREWA)
save at Pi

66

d- A
Spincast and Series
Fly Rods

?ANT

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
12:30-6 Sunday

FOUR I
drawers,
chair. 1
Phone 75

WHEEL
and gard
MN after

DA/WA2
R4:s: 4 50f30D026'SPn:L:1:176S'nca 37

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD AT BIG K!

BOAT,
PM 38
Johnson
tory trail

16 FT.GL
50 Evinru
7273.

8ERIK:E8

REG.
10.90

FROM'
all, on c.
Lustre. 1
$1. Big K

YOUR
CHOICE

E

*Spin,

As
purcha
finance

TWO CH
deep well
type we!
washer. P
P.m.
KARO AN
Phone 436HANDCRil
as Grapi
Holders,
gifts, suits
gifts. Phon
at 518 Soull

//v/rorns
FOR S
FOR SALE
building a
Phone 753-7

1
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softie
FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

1969 MOBILE HOME, 12X64. FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
Good condition. Phone 4892156.
TFC pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy, 753THE PLACE to buy those good 3045.
May 5C
Norge and Gibson appliances, no
big sale, just low prices every
day. Rowland Refrigeration FOR ALL your home alterations
Sales and Service, 110 South 12th repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
old. Free estimates. Call 753Street.
May6C
6123.
May 6C
Since 1925
if it's musical . .it's at
LEACH'S MUSIC di TV
Now in the Dixieland
Shopping Center
Phone-753-757

RESPONSIBLE BOY will mow
yards on South side of town.
Phone Steve Meadows,753A13NC
3376.
•

ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
us completely cover your home
TRACTOR. Side mount
Reynolds weather tight
lter, grader blade, plow, with
aluminum siding. Also we do
cAtivators, harrows. Phone 753soffitt and overhangs on brick.
3960.
A20C
Storm windows di doors, shutters
and carports. Free estimates.
121CALVES FOR sale. Ready for Call Garland's Aluminum SerpUsture. Phone Barney Herndon, vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
City, 382-2489.
Al3P Sedalia 328-8398.
M14C

a

FOR SALE

FO

gel the job done
FOR SALE

SALE

1969 FORD CT 850 1 Wheel Base CDC
with V8 CI engine 477
1000 x 20 12 ply tires with &mud
"
on rear with 7.5 rims.
10 speed R. T. 910 transmission
(Fuller Road Ranger)
Holand sliding 5th wheel
1-50 gallon & 1-30 gallon saddle tanks
Power Steering
34000 4b. Eaton rear axle (twin screws)
5000 4b. front springs
Low Mileage . . . purchased locally

AUTOS FOR SALE

KLAPP ROOFING CO., Inc
Mayfield, Kentucky
Phone (Area Code 502) 247-3816
or 502 247-5502
WANT= TO BUY
used
WANTED -GOOD
mimeograph machine. Write
Frank Gonzales, Box 305, Calvert
A13P
City, Ky., 42029.
USED TRAILERS, also used airconditioners or what have you.
See Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Al4C
Court after 4:00 p.m.

Test Of Reward System
Continues For Trainees

NOTICE

DON'T JUST Buy A Car. Buy A
Chevy! 1971 Impala Custom
Coupe with air, power steering
and brakes. As low as $3716.16.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.,
South 12th Street, across from
Uncle Jeff's. Come by and see; J.
H. Nix, Charles Jenkins or Mac
Fins
Al4C

PVT
UP
Hughes Paint
Store
753-3642

401 Maple St.
.1967 LASABRE Buick. Phone 753451Eafter 5.00 p.m.
Al3C 10"
CORV AIR WITH extra engine
Must sell. Phone 753-6564. A19NC

1968 CAMARO SS 350. Excellent
cowdition. Phone 753-8394. A13P

CALL

lots, any
AiOCADO GREEN Sears WILL MOW Yards and
A19C
K6nmore washer and dryer; vicinity. Phone 753 9445.
aritique trunk, yellow formal,size
HELP WANTED
131 Phone 753-7906.
A14C DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job
too small. No large jobs please.
TRUCE DRIVERS
796 CAMPER Trailer. Real Reliable service. New man in
(Straight or Semi
sharp. $700.00. Grove Heights, Murray area. Phone 753Al9C Experience helpful but not
Irvin Cobb Road,753-1915. A14P 8548.
necessary. Can earn extremely
3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from FOR YOUR Auction Sale needs, high pay after short training, for
certified stock, $400,00. Also Toy call Otto Chester Auction Ser- local arid over-the-road hauling.
Poodles, Chinese Pugs, Irish" vice. Specializing in; furniture, Write: NATION WIDE SEMI
Setters, birds. 12 aquariums, antiques and farm equipment. DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
complete with fish, (cheap). Complete auction service with N. E., Lexington, Kentucky 40505
Apri122( licensed, bonded auctioneer. or call 606-299-6912.
Phone 753-1862.
A 14C
Reasonable rates and free
CASE 530 Tractor, 3 bottom plow,
estimates. Phone 435-4042. 1TP NIGHT WATCHMAN wanted.
disc, and cultivator. Phone 753Apply in person to Boones
Al4P
1218.
Laundry and Dry Cleaners, 1605
WILL BREAK Gardens. Phone
Al4C
FULL SIZE bed, mattress and 489-2651 after 5:00 p.m.
A15C Main Street.
springs. Good condition, good
A14C
price. Phone 753-7632.
AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning BE A MONEY maker as well as a
Rebuilt, 640 each. home maker. Earn up to $3.00 per
compressors.
FOR LONGER wear keep carpets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent GM,Ford,Chrysler, R. C. Evans, hour as a Vanda Beauty CounA14C
May 1P delor. Phone 753-1711.
electric shampooer $1. Western Route 3, Murray.

taapAy=ttillgiilm

- MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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CARD OF THANKS
We,the family of J. O. Co
wish to thank all our friends and
neighbors for the food, flowers
and words of comfort during the
sickness and death of our loved
one. Especially thanks to Dr.
Ammons and the nurses at
Murray
County
Calloway
Hospital, Brother Arlie Larirner,
the singers and Max Churchill
Funeral Home.
Elizabeth Dowdy and
1TP
FOR SALE

SAVE $30
20.000 BTU
AIR CONDITIONER

GET
ATTENTION

WASHINGTON tANF)General W. C. Westmoreland, Army chief of staff,
has announced continued
tests of a modified Merit Reward System (MRS) in basic training centers throughout thc Continental Army
Command (CONARC) except for Ft. Ord, Calif.
The system permits unit
nders to award privileges to basic trainees consistent with their individual
performance, effort and motivation. These privileges include opportunities to 4/isit
on-past recreati mal facilities
and week-end passes.
The test program's purpose is to determine whether
the awarding of privileges
will result in improved soldier morale, proficielicy and
°mance 01 training.

Crossword Puzzle
Small shOOt
Be ill
Prefix not
4 Caudal
Lawful
appendage
Rodent
9 Knock
Man's
11 Anglo-Sazon
nickname
money
m
10 Equals
l
etL
t.
ia
AAtpr,
2 St
33
1
on of 194 Mine
entrance
16 Vehicle
15 Writingent
18 King of
implement
Bashan
n
isa
2197
21 Greets
Make lace
22
nickname
23 Stitch
20 Scold
24
Before
21 Sink in middle
25 Long, slender
22 Prefix: three
fish
F:MT:(colloq.) 26 Lamprey
3 P
25
28 Music! as
26 Direction
written
27 Be mistaken
28 Sodium chloride 29 Male
31 Ocean
29 Encountered
32 Spec
pastry
33 Preposition
Priririt°{»n
1 F
30
3
33 Note of scale
35 Afternoon
Perry
36 Measure of
weight
37 Drunkard
,l
Region
38 4e
4
40
41 Biblical weed
42 Metal
fastener
step
sr
43 Da
44 Posed for
portrait
FlaApCROSS

n

to Yesterday's Puzzle

am Tv mono
nonomo lognana
un MMIDIADNO OD
UM MUM WINO
mnui MOM OUB

4
5
6
7

imam mmmm um
mnma 1RMM

RIB Roma Rinnwu
DIMO UOMO OMMR
unmm MPUR IWO
Itl311101111110 CIM
C2K401•3111
BIOME/ EM RCN
is

34
35
97
38
39
40
-.1
43

Devoured
Number
Petty ruler
Footless
One borne
Contests
Chinese pagoda
Postscript
(abbr )

44 Break suddenly
46 Possessive
pronoun

Nahoor sheep
Female sheep
Place
A continent
(abbr.)
53 Note of scale

47
46
49
51

Both the Navy and Air
FJrce have expressed an interest in the program and
have been provided informatien by CONARC. The Army
will continue its inter-service
cooperation and provide the
other services with future
test results as they are developed.
The modified system being
tested by the Army incorporaten the desirable features resulting from the
eight-week test involving 20
basic combat training companies. The modifiid system
will be simpler and-less cumbersome to administer, and
will recognize efforts of the
slower learner and the less
physically-adept traine e'
while continuing to provide
trainee motivation by rewarding performance.
In addition to the test of
a ri)dified MRS. CONARC
plans to establish company
councils in all companies at
U.S. Army Training Centers.
These councils will provide
an additional means for exchange of information between ainees and instructors.

ill
tw
tft
lo
• vr
id
ii

Carbohydrates
wonder
often
People
about carbohydrates, the
name given to the sugars
and starches in foods. Carenergy
give
bohydrates
(fuel) to the body. Breads,
cereals, potatoes, and macaroni are all important carbohydrate foods. Careful:
Any excess not needed for
energy will be stored as
body fat.

WANT TO BUY; logs and
standing timber Also have for
tale lumber and sawdust.
20,000 BTU model cools up to 4
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co,
10 I
rooms.+ Dual Stat turns unit
TFC
Phone 753-4147.
off when not needed to cut
electric bills. Super Exhaust
also works as automatic
RESOLUTION
exhaust fan for fresh air
without cooling. Reg. 334.37
. 304.30 +
•w only .
WHEREAS, the earthly life
on placement, size
A NEW DESSERT!!
Luther Robertson has ceased Dependent
of home, heat build-up in
Auto, "Home of The Wishing
because of God's decision to
A14C
Well."
LAVA TOPPED WITH
MAN OR WOMAN to sell him from the cares of mortality, home.
NOTICE
45 force 64tical
ICE CREAM
46 Doctrine
Rawleigh Prodacts to tarrililies in and
47 Traps
your comffilitilty. Can mike $5.00 WHEREAS, he can no longer SAVE $10' 6,000 BTU model. 50 Depression
Place a scoop of vanilla, or
PRICE MOBILE
Girl's name
52 ,e
an hour and more. Part or full be with us physically his in- Reg. 159.35 Now only . . .
your favoite flavor ice cream,
54
HOME CENTER
included
149.28
Transportation
time. Write giving phone no.: fluence for good, his constant
over canned apple sauce in a
55 Ethiopian title
Ray Harris, Rawleigh Co., optimism and his dedication to all
serving dish. Top with a
Homes from 1,9115"
bsnten!e
56 sCulea
spoonful of molasses and.garnish
MONTGOMERY WARD
Freeport. Ill, or call 815-232worthy causes cannot be erased
57 Fondle
Low as '195° Down
with chopped nutmeats of a
510 Main
ITC nor dimmed in the hearts and
4161.
DOWN
shaving of chocolate. Delicious
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 713-3640
1 Uppermost
753-1966
minds of those who had the good
ending to a meal - and extra
Part
Murray, Ky. Nett to
to share the warmth of
2 Exist
nutritious.
LADIES SHOW Sarah Coventry fortune
avid
Holida% Inn
Flag
United
3
by
Feature
Distr.
Syndicate,
Inc.
jewelry and earn extra money. It his personality, and
WHEREAS, his efforts in
Ask about our rental
is easy and fun. Have a jewelry
of First United Methodist
party and win free jewelry. Call behalf
(JHAT COULD SHE
MA'? I
LOYD
I 514oth.D
purchase plan. lip th 10 yr.
SHE'S THE Atfri4OR OF THE
RISS(6Lil HAVE WRITTEN
Al5C Church are a legend unto
BE
REAP HER
5A6( NOT!
753-3056 or 753-6735.
t)( 6UN3ij,1- LOUNNIES AND
efinaoce.
themselves, and
io YOU THAT 5460.IL2
LETTER?
THEIR LAYOVER IN ANDERSON,
A LETTER
A
Cita
BE
SECRET? SWEETIE!
_NOTICE
WHEREAS, we are caused to
INDIANA," ISN'T SI-IE 7
'FROM HELEN
(
wonder at his being taken from
FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
5rsruey?
ELECTROLUX SALeS & Set- or midst, we realize that God
all, on carpets cleaned with Blue
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.' Almighty works in mysterious
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- ways to build His Kingdom and
Al7C
SI. Big K.
440 .4
AprillX thus are assured that such was
mington. Kentucky.
,
(JO
4,
•
accomplished for good reason
TERMITE
BOAT, MOTOR, Trailer. 14 Ft.
HUNTINGDON
and in keeping with the Master's
our
local
Call
PM 38 wooden boat. 25 HP
Control.
way of bringing His plans into Nancy
facand
for
night,
controls
or
with
day
Johnson
representative,
fruition, and
-rirrrewartory trailer. Phone 492-8728. A15P
free estimate. Mrs. Keys Keel,
dril_FAW*111,e4etp,_
I READ
WHEREAS, the loss to the
WHAT'S
A13C
753-4672.
New Concord Rd.
Adrninistratie Board of the First
THAT THE
ALL THIS
FOUR POSTER bed, chest of
United Me o
POSTAGE
Murray, Ky.
WRITING
drawers, vanity, dresser and
I WILL repair your lawn mower irreparable there remains the
WAS GOING
ABOUT?
chair. Frigidaire refrigerator.
or tiller, rebuild your old motor undying gratitude for his having
UP TO
Phone 753-2827 or 753-2987. A15C
or install new one at discount. passed our way.
CENTS
EIGHT
4bot
FOR RENT
Also put your gun in good
IT
BE
THEREFORE
PENTA TREATED Lumber.
operating condition. Quick RESOLVED that the AdResistant to rot and termites. TWO BEDROOM duplex apart- service. Phone 753-7865. H. S.
lir
ak
ministrative Board of said
Ideal for boat docks and any ment. Central heat and air, Robertsort:'610 Calloway. Al5P
Church has, the day and date
completely
bath,
tile
ceramic
weather exposed uses. Murray
4eakk
„0-o-4
hereinafter fixed, forever and
Lumber Co., Maple Street, carpeted. Stove and refrigerator 30 )AT AND. Mobile Home In- indelibly inscribed its feelings
-41101110.
1TC furnished. $130.00 per month. surance Low rates, broad
--.._
Murray,Ky.
A14C coverage, excellent claim ser- and thanks to God for having
Phone 753-7850.
given us the leadership, the
vice. Check with us before you
CLEAN YOUR Rugs with
ideals and the influence of an
TREWAX. Rent shampooer and TWO BEDROOM furnished buy
individual like Luther Robertson
di
Real
A15C
Insurance
Galloway
Inc.
Purdom's
save at
Carport, air143,
:
/
w1.
apartment.
and for this we say in all
Ft tzs-r OFF, TWENTY
conditioned, washers and dryers Estate Agency
r
humility, "Thanks and Godspeed
eoy
PUS4-i - uPS
16 FT.GLASS-PAR Citation boat, available. Zimmerman' Apart- Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C
THAT
to his Heavenly Award."
50 Evinrude, $825.00. Phone 753- ments, South 16th Street. Phone
IT!
Cofer
RESOLVED
FURTHER
BE IT
NOTICk.
A15C 753-6609.
, 7273.
Al3NC
that copies of this Resolution,
after being duly inscribed on the
WHEEL HORSE lawn mower
NOTICE
records of the Church, be
for
suitable
492FEET,
Phone
and garden tractor.
1200 SQUARE
Regardless of the
to the family of Luther
delivered
and
TFC office or busineks. Will divide
E1356 after 6:00p.m.
reason people drink
the news media and to
Robertson,
decorate to suli tenant. Ample
alcoholic beverages,
others which may seem meet and
Resort,
Ken-Bar
Call
the only reason a
TWO CHIHUAHUA Pups, two parking.
proper
A17C
person becomes an
deep well pumps, one wringer 362-4283.
Respectfully submitted and
ALCOHOLIC IS by
offered for passage by your
type washer, one automatic
drinking ALCOHOLIC
Resolution Committee, this the
washer. Phone 489-2652 after 500 TWO
u..•••••••••,•••••
1
,
41,./0
house.
,5
BEDROOM
beverages.
Al5C
7th
day of April, 1971.
pm.
753Phone
Available now
VOTE NO-VOTE DRY
Al5C
E200.
L'il Abner
April 20
Nat Ryan Hughei - Chairman
KARO AND Fruit canning jars.
/ MAE'Lt._ 1!)E_
,
buT, DAPS
(AIN'T
tfigOe4T.'/DOWT
Murray-Calloway
?Olt SALE OR TRADE
Al5NC
ALONG Ax.P1 MiNUTE,NOver
EVEN LEAVE TH'
WORPN
Phone 436-2289.
Leonard Vaughn
County Dry League
cobool...!.!IT'S --sMAC
AN
GUARD HOUSIM
Holmes Ellis ,
DiNNER-THAE!!
WON'T
WOULD LIKE to trade or sell 83 (pa idpelitical advertisement I
LEAVE
HANDCRAFT PRODUCTS, such acre farm, 7101 miles East of
esTH'
The above nod foregoing
as Crape Clusters. Candle Murray on Irvin Cobb Road, and
50100L
Resolution was read. introduced
Holders, Lamps, many other about 3 or 1 miles from Kentucky
and unanimously adopted on
gifts, suitable for Mother's Day Lake. The farm is bordered on
motion of Nat Ryan Hughes, and
them
see
or
753-3796
gifts. Phone
the North by a creek. Another
by J. Matt Sferkman,
seconded
Al5P
at 516 South 11th Street.
creek crosses the farm North and
this the 7th day of April, 1971
South. There is an excellent
building site with a good well and
FOR SALE OR RENT
Van D. Valentine
everlasting spring Will sell farm
Board
Administrative
Secrrtary,
trade
will
FOR SALE or Rent: Restaurant for $185.00 an acre or
r4st United Methodist Church
Phone
4- II
Za,;.tx=(-Murray
in
property
for
Street
building at 903 Depot
ITC
Murray,Kentucky
A I4C
Al3P 753-4953.
Phone 753-7482.
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Wheel Ilea
Days
Your Wheel Horse
Dealer in
Murray is:

ic-

McCUISTON

AUTO ELECTRIC

\

ESTNCHON
MOM

*.
a.
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Today's Stock
Market
YORK (UPI(—The
NEW
stock market opened higher 'n
fairly active trading today.
Shortly after the opening,
advances topped declines 155 to
71 on 315 issues crossing the
tape. The Dow Jones industrial
average showed a gain of 0.28
at 926.92.
Du Pont gained Is to 144% in
the chemicals. Monsanto,
however, dipped 44 to 42%.
Steels generally added frac
tions. U.S. Steel was ahead la
to 3314, with Bethlehem and
Republic up % apiece to 22%
and 29%, respectively. Armco
held steady at 20%.
In the automotive group,
General Motors was unchanged
at 85%. So were Ford and
1 and 3)% in
Chrysler at 63.
that order.
Superior Oil climbed a full
point to 20314 in its group.
Texaco and Occidental edged
up Is to 3814 and 21%,
respectively. Atlantic Richfield
picked up % to 7314, with
Pennzoil up a like amount to
341,4
Burlington Northern climbed
% to 4114 in the rails. Missouri
Pacific added % to 70%, but
Penn Central surrendered es to
6.
Among the airlines, American
rose S. to 33, and Flying Tiger
was Is higher at 44%.
In the aerospace group,
Lockheed rose % to 11%, but
Grumman dipped la to 2114.
Boeing and United Aircraft held
unchalged at 21% and 3914,
ively.

Ferrer has
prescription
for movies

—MURRAY

LETTERS T.,EDITOR
Dear Sir:

don't bother liquor it won't WNW
you, but that woman new
touched a drop in her life, but it's
hurting her."
I'm sure liquor and drugs are
being sold in Murray now, and!
know there is a lot of stealing and
probably some prositution too.
Do you want these things
legalized? Would they be
lessened if they were?
Won't you please vote no on
April 20th? Surely we are our
brothers keeper.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Dane McClure
Route 4, Murray.

KENTUCKY

-

Quotes

Hickman Fiscal Court Levies
Utility Tax For School Funds

Ledger
I recently read in the
and Times where Murray is going
CLINTON, Ky., April 12—The salary increases but in coin or
to have a local option election. As
County Fiscal Court gasoline, parts and related exHickman
By ROBERT MUSEL
a property owner of land in
has levied a 3 per cent gross penses.
although
County
Mel
Calloway
MONACO (UPI) He said that two years ago
utility tax In response to a plea
Ferrer believes the film indus- without voting privileges, I
the Hickman County school bus drivers received $140
from
is
try can help win back its au- personally hope the local option
monthly and now receive $175
School Board.
dience by turning to the great passed with a yes vote.
The tax will be applicable to a month.
Costs for operating school
Speaking as an absent lanliving authors. So he tempted
telephone, telegraph, electric
the famous French playwright, downer for the many thousands
power, water and gas bills and plants in the county have inthe
Jean Anouilh, to write
is to be effective May 1 if bill- creased bsr.nearly $12,030. Three
who have bought property in
screenplay 'Id his new film, Calloway County and the area
ing procedures make it prac- years ago utilities and custodial
care totaled nearly $26,000.
"Time for Loving."
ticable to do so.
along Kentucky' Lake as well as
Budgeted for the current school
It was a Ism 'but reward- for the millions of tourists who
A tax of this type is author
ing collaboration - Ferrer en- vudt auta recreation area eachl
lied under Kentucky law and the year is nearly $38,000, Clark said.
and
couraging and translating
court is required to levy such said.
year, I believe the sale of
Anouilh writing -- and the alcoholic beverages will bring
Three years ago maintenance
a tax within 15 days of the
actor talked about it at the
(repair and upkeep of buildings
school board's request.
Many
town.
your
to
dollars
many
International Television FestiIn appealing to the court to and grounds) cost $9,834. The
northerners enjoy your
val of Monte Carlo. If he of us
the tax, Hickman County figure has nearly doubled for
levy
your
seemed distracted from time recreational facilities,
School Superintendent Elbert the current school year, he
scenic
areas.
your
and
reahospitality
good
Federal State Market News Clark explained that in order to noted.
to time there were
We go there for a vacation with Service April 13, 1971
sons, as will be seen.
He further stated that In 1966continue operating the school
Pointing to thf success of our accumulation of vacation Kentucky Purchase A rea Hog system in Hickman County at 99 the county operated 14 buses,
the film "Love Story" in the money in our pockets to have a Market Report Includes 9 Buying the present level it would be six of which made second tripe.
United States, and predicting good time - yes we can spend the Stations
necessary to have an additional In 190-70 the county operated
the descent into "boredom' money on food and lodging but on Receipts: Act. 996 Est. 800 source of revenue. The board's
13 buses, six of which made
sex
of the present flood of
little else. There is practically no Barrows and Gilts 25c lower Sows local revenue remains the same second tripe In the current year
movies, Ferrer said he con- evening entertainment available. steady to 50c lower
from year to year despite cost the county school board is opvinced .Anouilh that writing There are no supper clubs,
of living increases.
erating 16 buses, none of which
for the films is as elevating dinner-theater places, in fact not US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 116.00-16.50
Clark said that a comparison is making a second trip. He exstage.
the
as writing for
even a place to buy a cold beer US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $15.75-16.00; of expenditures over a threeplained that the elimination of
The playwright, then enafter a day on the lake or a hike US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $15.25-15.75; year period would point out the double bus trips had greatly
gaged in putting on two of his
for
need
additional
He
revenue.
improved class scheduling and
through the woods. Sure, we can US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $14.75-15.25•
plays in Paris where hieeventusaid that pupil transportation
the academic program.
drive to Paducah or Paris, but Sows
at
running
hits
four
had
ally
In explaining why the school
wants to drive 50 or 75 miles US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $13.00-14.00; expenditures were $44,282 in
who
skeptical
was
time,
the same
1967-68 while the 1970-71 budget
board revenue remains the same
lbs
entertainment.
300-550
1-3
US
or
dinner
for
112.50-13.00;
bur agreed to try.
calls for $75,134. Last year the
from year to year, he said that
"One of the problems," So what happens? After a few US 2-3 450-650 lbs 112.00-12.50 figure was $60,963. This increase
the Kentucky General Assembly
and
Ferrer said, "is that the au- days of fishing and hiking
was brought about not only by
passed House BW No. 1 in 1965
thor of Becket, Antigone, The there isn't much to do either day
the
count
of
sort
we
goes
evening
rarely
or
Lark and so on
to the movies. We showed days until we go home. When we
him, rushes of the film as it get home our firends ask us how
was being shot. He was very we lived our vacation. We tell
patient, worked on the script them "it was cheap in tact we
for eight months sending me brought money home but we
pages written in ink in neat, don't think we will go back
precise longhand."
(unless we are stuck with owning
property) as there wasn't
Origin
anything to do."
Funeral services for Mrs. Attie
Anouilh conceived the idea
If the lake region and Calloway
V. Thweatt of Benton Route of four stories of love set in County hope to attract a sizeable
Three were held Sunday at two the same apartment in Mont- portion of the tourist dollar, the
p.m. at the Collier Funeral mirtreat different times.
local option status for Murray
"We filmed during the Augchapel, Benton, with Rev. Aubert
will certainly help.
'Rose and Rev. James E. Garrett ust holiday when all the
French leave Paris." Ferrer
officiating.
Very truly Yours,
Pallbearers were Bobby Th- said. "One- of the episodes
weatt, Wayne Thweatt, Billy concerns two youngsters - John Lovitt
Farris, Richard Farris, Mike Th- Susan Hampshire and Mark 2000 Waukegan Road
I'm in love
weatt, and Joe N. Filbeck. Burial Burns. In another
with Joanna Shimkus but I Glenview, Illinois 60025
was in the Thweatt Cemetery.
leave her because of the age
Mrs. Thweatt, age 82, died difference which It consider Dear Editor:
Friday at 9:20 a.m. at the bad for her. I'm a surgeon
Community Hospital in Mayfield. and she's a student.
I live in the county. I do not
She was a member of the New
"Britt Ekland and Robert want Murray to be a wet town. I
Zion Baptist Church.
Dhery play another of the have been listening to the Radio
She is survived by her husband, couples. And we have songs and reading the papers about this
W. W. (Buck) Thweatt; three by Michel Le Gransl who wrote
thing of liquor in Murray.
daughters, Mrs. Joe Filbeck of "The Umbrellas of Cherbourg.A whole lot of people in the
Since his divorce from county are interested although
Benton Route Three, Mrs. Basket
Staples of Benton, and Mrs. Audrey Hepburn in l968 we can't vote. We think we have a
Emma Farris of Detroit, Mich.; Ferrer has been busying him- right to ask the Wets some
two sons, Jewell Thweatt of self with films as actor, di- questions, such as:
Benton Route Three and Elvis rector and producer but he
Why is it that just one man
Thweatt of Taylor, Mich.; sister, prefers the latter role. He is seems to be doing all the talking?
new
a
excited
stage
about
venMrs. Hardin Darnall of Calvert
Where are the business leaders
City Route Two; thirteen ture with Dale Wasserman who and civic leaders who are willing
the
long-running
wrote
"Man
grandchildren; fifteen great
to speak out for liquor stores in
of La.ldpneha.
grandchildren.
"This is a musical about Murray? And, who is this man
Montparnasse and Kiki, the Who heads the Wets? Is he a
famous model who was the business man or a permanent
favorite model of the dada- citizen in Murray? And, another
ists. We will put it on first thing, if this deal is so good for
in tngland. The script is all Murray, why not let Calloway
written. We met the.. other County in on it? Why did you
night with l,e Grand who will -leave us out? And, something
-do afie.....eoage: Dale is gang else, if liquor stores
will stop
to do the book -and lyrics.'
bootlegging in Murray, why not
As for that abstracted air
me
ned above: Ferrer was stop them in the county? Why
he had wi romantic don't you let us in on a good
involvem ta. "No", he said. thing? Why did you leave us out?
"551I
(The only
Why do you crusading wets want
"Si e is be
".
fari*S
wagon
'eh was a ery odd thing to run all the bootleggers into the
COWATIPinf
that outsells
for a man to
five days county and fix it so a guy who
wants an illegal drink will only
before his surprise
Ford)
well, a surprise to those
the have to go to the city limits? Do
interview - in London
you wets expect our county
Elisabeth Soukistine, 34, a Be
ACTIVIST-BACKED Warren
Sheriff to take care of the
Widener, 32, liberal attor- gian of Russian extraction. His
tleggers while the folks are
ney, is happily busy on the son, Sean, of his marriage to drinking in the "clubs" at
Mies Hepburn was at the cere- Murray., We folks in the county
telephone after being electmony.
ed mayor of troublous
are entitled to an explanation
Berkeley, Calif. He is the
from the folks in Murray who
PALMER'S TOP KARNINGS want liquor.
first black in the post.
Thewets have not
NEW YORK_ (UPI(—Arnold yet made their "potition" very
Palmer went over the $100,000 attractive. But, really,
Trucks Heel Cattle
taimple
wAHING7-94.4-/— mark in earnings for the sixth person can guess what the
straight year with the $2,650 he really up
to.
Trucks annstaidatscarry - collected in
the Masters and
more than 99 per eent.of all
today led the 1971 money
Sincerely,
Iiiestifick delivered to major
Take home any one of our wagons loaded
standings with $100,828.
Mrs. Floette Burkeen
markets.
.
CT
w-ith
like the special 3-Way
Better Ideas
Route 1
le
wide-open
the
Ford,
o
Dg
o
a
loreet.ejon the big
Kirksey, Ky.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
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From The

News

which provides that revenue
from local sources is maintained at approximately the same
level from year to year. As the
total tax assessment increases,
the tax rate decreases with the
end result being that revenue is
about the same.
No provision was made under
the House bill to take care of
the present cost of living increase and the inflationary
trend.
The 3 per cent utility tax would
be added by the utilities companies to the individual utility
bills for telephone, telegraph,
electric current, water and gas.
A householder who in a month
might be billed $5 for his phone
service, $12 for electric current,
IS for water and $20 for natural
gas would pay a utility tax of
approximately $1.20 monthly or
around $15 annually, Clark said.

By limited FMB international
WASHINGTON—Pricilla Kidwedding
of
der, designer
dresses for presidential daughters, on her latest client, Tricia
Nixon:'
"Tricia's a beautiful girl, and
she'll be a beautiful bride. She's
small and dainty and knows
how to dress."

The lung cancer.death rate
among men increased 15-fold
in 35 years and the rate is going
'up among women. Lung cancer
is largely preventable, says the
&rnerican Cancer Society—just
gap imoking.

NEW YORK—Julian Goodman, NBC president, supporting
CBS' decision not to give
unbroadcast material from its
documentary "The Selling of
the Pentagon" to a House
subcommittee:
"If the furor that has
resulted from it should cause
even one reporter to be less
diligent in pursuing the truth,
the whole nation will suffer."

Cancers of the mouth afflicr
some 14,000 Americans annually and kill about 7,000. Early
detection and prompttreatment
could cut the death toll, says
the American Cancer Society.

AUSTIN, Tex.—Sgt. Robert
L. Jones, telling about collecting $30,000 in Vietnam to help a
Texas family who needs the
money to fight a hereditary
kidney disease:
"It was the thing the base
really needed. It helped morale
a heckuva lot. The people just
felt it was something they could
do to help. And it helped."

.
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Rites Are Held
For Mrs. Thweatt
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Dear Editor:
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100 N. 156 Street - Murray
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After Easter Special:
PANT SUITS, :I.
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In regard to the local option
cornier; up. I'm like Mr. Hurt said
In his wonderful letter, I'm an
outsider therefore I cannot vote.
But I'd like to put my two cents
worth in anyway.
I'm 75 years old; and have seen
liquor at work many times. The
one time I can't erase from
memory, was going in a home
where the only son had Just died
from a long protracted drunken
spree The mother was on her
knees at his bedside with the body
of her dead son in her arms,
bathing him with her tears as she
poured out the anguish of her
heart in words.
I shall never forget my father
the late Frank Lax, was sitting
there witnessing the same scene.
He said to me, "They tell if you
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Plenty of Parking In Rear

hoice of engines, luxury options
t a penny more and you also
411 11=4„
!
take home oaster wagon (rettil value
$24 95)1 the kids. The Ford Team
offers mediate deliveries too!
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(Buy a big one,get a little one for justlc more
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Murray, Kentucky
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